In line 1502, strike through "(8)" and insert "(9)"

In line 2504, after "weapons" insert ";

(9) Notwithstanding section 2923.16 of the Revised Code, any Ohio transit system vehicle"

After line 2785, insert:

"(7) "Ohio transit system" has the same meaning as in
section 2305.33 of the Revised Code.

(8) "Ohio transit system vehicle" means a bus, street rail car, tramline car, subway car, monorail car, rapid transit car, streetcar, trackless trolley, railroad train, or any other vehicle that is part of the Ohio transit system. "Ohio transit system vehicle" does not include a school bus.

(9) "Railroad train," "school bus," "streetcar," "trackless trolley," and "vehicle" have the same meanings as in
The motion was __________ agreed to.